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Welcome to the App Annie Market Index, the barometer of the macro trends that are emerging
in the app ecosystem across stores, countries and categories. We bring you the most complete
analysis of the global app market available, using worldwide data that represents more than 150
countries on both the iOS App Store and Google Play. This report highlights the trends that are
shaping mobile content distribution and explains how it will impact your app business.

USE RESTRICTIONS: The information, materials, data, images, graphics, and other components of this report ("Report")
are copyrighted and owned or controlled by App Annie unless otherwise noted. Unauthorized use of the Report may violate
copyright, trademark and/or other intellectual property rights of App Annie and may give rise to a claim for damages and/or
be a criminal offense. The Report may not be modified, copied, distributed, republished, uploaded, posted, decompiled, or
transmitted in any way, without the prior written consent of App Annie.
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1. The Technology Behind the
Index
The information contained in this report was compiled from 
App Annie Intelligence, the leading
market data solution for the app store economy. To see how our enterprise market data can
help guide your critical business decisions, take a touror 
request a demo today
.
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2. This Quarter’s Macro Trends
Google Play and iOS Follow Different Paths

Over the past several quarters, app store downloads and revenues have followed a familiar
pattern. Google Play led in downloads while iOS maintained a sizeable but shrinking lead over
Google Play in revenue. But in Q1 2015, iOS extended its lead over Google Play in revenue
while Google Play extended its lead in downloads.
Google Play’s worldwide downloads in Q1 2015 were approximately 70% higher than the iOS
App Store, up from 
60% in Q3 2014. Unsurprisingly, emerging markets like Mexico, Turkey,
Brazil and Indonesia were the primary drivers of Google Play’s growth. As the population of first
time smartphone buyers in these countries reaches critical mass, the Android ecosystem is
likely to be a major beneficiary.
On the other hand, the iOS App Store’s worldwide revenue in Q1 2015 was about 70% higher
than on Google Play, up from about 60% in Q3 2014. The revenue performance on iOS
continued to be buoyed by two of Apple’s core markets  China and the United States. In stark
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contrast with Google Play, growth on iOS seems to be a function of more established markets.

China Surpasses the US in iOS Downloads
In Q1 2015, iOS downloads in China overtook those in the United States. China’s surge may
have been partially caused by the recent launch of the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus. While both the
United States and China are two of Apple’s strongest markets, demand for smartphones with
larger screens seems to be particularly high
in Asia. In Q4 2014, shipments of smartphones with
screen sizes between 5 and 7 inches constituted roughly 60% of total smartphone shipments in
China as compared to roughly 40% Worldwide and in the United States. Thanks to this, the
iPhone’s share of the smartphone installed base crossed 7% in 2014 (Source: IDC, Smartphone
Tracker, April 2015).
Looking at categories, China’s ascendance was primarily driven by downloads of Games and
Photo & Video apps. 
Pitu
, published by internet giant Tencent, became one of China’s most
popular photo apps in Q1 2015 thanks to its easy to use beauty, makeup and cosplay filters.
Photo sharing apps like 
INand 
Fotoplacealso performed well in the quarter.
China also saw strong growth in iOS revenue, but the United States continued to lead in this
metric.

Mexico Surges on Google Play
Emerging markets saw strong growth in quarterly Google Play downloads in Q1 2015. Brazil
and Indonesia continued to perform well, building on their performance in 
Q2 2014
and 
Q3 2014
respectively. However, it was Mexico that stole the show during the quarter.

http://www.appannie.com/intelligence/
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Google Play downloads in Mexico received a strong lift from the Games and Tools categories.
The performance of the Tools category was particularly interesting because of the diversity of
leading apps. As we showed in the 
Worldwide Index for Apps, security apps like 3
 60 Mobile
Securityand keyboard replacements like G
 O Keyboardperformed very well in emerging
markets like Mexico. 
Lazy Swipe
, an app that gives users easy access to recently used apps,
notifications and settings, also saw strong growth.
Thanks to this, Mexico overtook South Korea and now ranks among the top five countries by
quarterly Google Play downloads. This is impressive because South Korea is considered to be
an 
app store superpowerand a stronghold for Android OEMs. Mexico’s rise seems to be a
result of the sharp growth in smartphone ownership combined with Android’s popularity in
Mexico (85% share of smartphone installed base in 2014 according to IDC, Smartphone
Tracker, April 2015). According to eMarketer, Mexico had roughly 
29 millionsmartphone users
in 2014, roughly 24% of the country’s population. With smartphone ownership in Mexico
expected to climb to 50 million by 2018, Google Play should see much more growth in the years
ahead.

Education Apps Cash in on Google Play
Education apps had a strong quarter on Google Play in terms of revenue. In Q1 2015,
Education apps saw the second highest absolute revenue gain over Q4 2014, after Games.
Thanks to this spurt, Education overtook Entertainment to rank among the top five Google Play
categories by quarterly revenue.
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NeuroNationsaw strong revenue growth on Google Play, particularly in Germany.
Education app revenue on Google Play received a boost from language learning apps like
Babbeland 
Rosetta Course
, and brain training apps like L
 umosityand NeuroNation. Rosetta
Course 
and 
Lumositygenerated most of their revenue from the United States, while Germany
was the primary revenue driver for B
 abbeland NeuroNation. G
 ermany’s prominence should
come as no surprise given that 
Google Play revenue recently surpassed iOS revenuein the
country.
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3. Top Charts for Countries &
Categories
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Want to get even more advanced with your app store market analysis?
Check out our enterprise product 
App Annie Intelligence
.

Access the market data solution behind these insights by taking a tour of A
 pp Annie
Intelligence
. Whether you’re looking to enter new markets, understand who uses your apps,
gain insight into usage of competitive apps, uncover new partnership opportunities, or anticipate
potential threats, App Annie Intelligence delivers the data you need to inform every aspect of
your mobile app strategy. Master the app market by analyzing app download and revenue
estimates; demographics such as age, gender, and income; crossapp adoption; usage metrics
such as active users, frequency of use, session length, and more – across a variety of apps,
publishers, countries, and categories.
Want more? Get 
free industry reportson our official blog and see the latest top rankings for
apps and publishers with our 
App Annie Index tables.
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Notes
○

App store metrics reported in this article are based on data from App Annie Intelligence. Marketlevel metrics represent the
full worldwide geography for both iOS and Google Play.

○

App Annie Intelligenceis currently available for the iOS App Store and Google Play. It does not currently provide estimates
for other app stores, such as the Amazon Appstore. While iOS and Google Play represent a significant portion of the app
market in many countries, that is not the case for some countries. For example, China has a number of sizable thirdparty
Android app stores.

○

App Annie Intelligence revenue estimates reflect app store revenue earned from paid downloads and inapp purchases.
They do not include revenue earned from inapp advertising.

○

App Annie Intelligence revenue estimates represent the net revenue that the publishers earned from the app store; they
exclude the fees taken out by Apple and Google. Currently, iOS App Store and Google Play each take a 30% cut.

○

The app store share of consumer spend on apps is assumed to be a uniform 30% across all countries for both stores.

○

The Indexed Downloads metric provides an easy way of comparing different downloads numbers against each other. For
example, if Q2 2014 has Indexed Downloads of 100 and Q3 2014 has Indexed Downloads of 200, then Q3 2014
downloads are 200/100 = 2 times as high as Q2 2014 downloads. If Q3 2014 has Indexed Downloads of 80, then Q3 2014
downloads are 80/100 = 80% of Q2 2014 downloads. The same applies to the Indexed Revenue metric.

○

In the iOS App Store, a publisher categorizes their app under a Primary Category as well as an optional Secondary
Category. All category analysis in the App Annie Index has been conducted based on the app’s Primary Category only.
This approach prevents any overlap or duplication among categories, and therefore allows us to size the categories and
analyze category share changes properly.

○

On Google Play, an app can be categorized under only one category, so there is no overlap across categories.

○

In both the iOS App Store and Google Play, a publisher may decide to shift its own existing app from one Primary Category
to another Primary Category. In such cases, downloads and revenue for the app in the month in which it is changed are
attributed to app’s Primary Category at the end of the month.

○

Certain trademarks and/or images used in this report may belong to third parties and are the property of their respective
owners. App Annie claims no rights in such trademarks or images.
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About App Annie
App Annie is the #1 decisionmaking platform for the mobile app economy. App Annie combines
the analytics of one’s own apps with a granular understanding of the competition and market to
provide a unique 360degree view of one’s mobile business. The App Annie platform is relied
upon by over 90 percent of the top 100 publishers and more than 750,000 apps. Customers of
our Intelligence product include the likes of Electronic Arts, Google, LinkedIn, Line, Microsoft,
Nexon, Nestle, Samsung, Tencent, Bandai Namco and Universal Studios. The company has
tracked over 83 billion downloads and more than US $25 billion in gross revenues to date, the
industry leader by far.
App Annie is a privately held global company of more than 300 employees headquartered in
San Francisco with offices in Amsterdam, Beijing, Hong Kong, London, Moscow, New York,
Seoul, Shanghai, Tokyo and Singapore. The company is backed by leading venture investors
including eVentures, Greycroft Partners, IDG Capital Partners, Infinity Venture Partners,
Institutional Venture Partners and Sequoia Capital with $94 million raised to date.
www.appannie.com| @AppAnnie|press@appannie.com
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